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Richardson. The city manager is that time." said Chief

He attended and graduated from Pitty High in 1940. He received his AA Degree in Police Science from RCC in 1971.

His BA Degree was earned in Sociology from California Baptist College in 1977. He attended California State Polytechnic University in Pomona, for postgraduate work, and then entered in the United States Army, where he met and married Nancy White in 1961. Together they have one daugh­

They are the result of a dream come true! I asked Richardson what influenced him to become a police officer. He reminisced on his early days in San Diego when he was "a beach bum and "quite rebellious" as a youngster.

It was a motorcycle officer

They have a dream

I was a beach bum and quite rebellious as a youngster said ex-police chief Linford "Sonny" Richardson.

POLICE CHIEF: The Job

The police chief's job is under daily scrutiny. It is a job that requires a "check for a check and balance" said Riverside ex-police chief Linford "Sonny" Richardson. The chief is the voice of the City Manager, who is John Romes at the present time. Richardson said, "There was a chief that was quite unpopular with the community and the police force. The city council at that time wanted the City Manager Dan Stone to fire the police chief, Fred Ferguson, at that time.

Stone refused to fire him. The city council fired a new manager until Ferguson." Riverside is unlike many cities that had civil service protections. All other chiefs are appointed and are "at will" employees. "The city manager appointed me and could have fired me," said Chief Richardson. The city manager is an appointed position and the city council is accountable to the public. In Los Angeles in the 40's the city was very corrupt. In order to clean up the city, the city council created jail protection for the police so that he could only be fired "for cause." You just couldn't fire him because you do not like him.

That's why in Los Angeles the city has civil service protec­ tion. He worked for the commission which is appointed by the mayor and, of course, the mayor is elected by the people. He could only be fired by the commission, and the city council to show "just cause." That is how Duryll Coney remained chief until he retired.

Proposition B in LA changed and established some controls by the city and also the "bottle dancing limits," said Richardson.

Mrs. Roberts has served in her current position since 1988. Prior to her appoint­ ment as an assistant superintendent, Mrs. Roberts was the director of operations for the school district.

In 1964, after receiving an Honorarium Scholarship from the Army, he returned to Riverside and served on the Riverside Fire Department until 1967 when he joined the Riverside Police Department.

The was the start of a dream come true! I asked Richardson what influenced him to become a police officer. He reminisced on his early days in San Diego when he was "a beach bum and "quite rebellious" as a youngster.

It was a motorcycle officer

Thirty-two local high school juniors were honored intensely by the McDonald's Operators' Foundation with an annual $10,000 Scholarships awards luncheon at the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion. Students possessing outstanding leadership abilities and academic achievement were recognized for their efforts to "Make an Impact on Black History." The top 12 received $1,000 college scholarships from McDonald's Operators' Foundation. The two Bakersfield, California juniors are: Donovan B. Bailey and Thomas W. Smith.

Figure this out (3) and 9 to be in a Bailey; Kashyat Olson, March Mount High School; Andrea Shadick, Ramona High School; Kamila Gray, North High School; Frank Boyd Jr., Polytechnic High School; and Pat Harpel, McDonald's Foundation.

Africans-American were not only not invited but were treated as if we were in South

Benita Roberts Named First Black JUSD Superintendent

Mrs. Roberts received sup­

port from other management members of m Riverside,

Mrs. Roberts lives with her

husband, Ed, and a daughter, Joa.

Africans, Speaker Brown and Assemblyman Baca were also guest of honor

Kamala Gray, North •High School, Prat IS Boyd Jr.,

the other two assistant superintendents. Mrs. Roberts, position will be

assumed by Jim Taylor,

she will be assumed by Dr. Wilson.

Benita Roberts was named superintendent of the big in Florida, brought in via the

1.7% from the early 90s.
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LETTERS To The EDITOR: (Black Voice News)

Dear Tony Brown,

I was very interested in your recent column where you discussed the concept of the "American Dream" and how it affects different communities in America. However, I was disappointed to read that you seemed to dismiss the challenges faced by African Americans in achieving this dream.

As a member of the African American community, I feel that you have not fully understood the historical and systemic barriers that we face in this country. The reality is that many of us have been disproportionately affected by factors such as poverty, discrimination, and lack of access to opportunities.

It is important to acknowledge these challenges and work towards finding solutions. I believe that by working together, we can create a more inclusive and equitable society.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Tony Brown's Comments

I appreciate your perspective, but I believe that it is important to acknowledge the progress that has been made and the challenges that still remain. The "American Dream" is a concept that is often used to inspire people, but it is important to recognize the ways in which it can be unattainable for many.

As for the examples you cited, I believe that it is important to provide data and context to support your claims. I also believe that it is important to consider the ways in which systemic racism and discrimination continue to impact our communities.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Scent of a Woman

Our Bodies

Dr. Ernest Levisiter

The kitchen has long been the center of the home, where we would go to get warm—inside or outside. Many have memories of sitting near a Father's baking, drawing us to the kitchen. Maybe, we remember standing around the stove, watching her work magic. Perhaps for this reason, when entertaining, guests seem to migrate to the kitchen.

Consider placing a love seat or chair in the kitchen. Space is limited, perhaps just an occasional chair. Before your guests arrive, place a few flowy throw pillows on the table and you are set to entertain.

Why not make your decorating scheme reflect your personality. Are you a gourmet chef? Incorporate small treasures, perhaps miniatures, into the décor—wooden spoons, spice graters, whisks, etc.

Kaiser Holds Fair For Black History

Dr. Ernest Levisiter

Dr. Ernest Levisiter

The kitchen has long been the center of the home, where we would go to get warm—inside or outside. Many have memories of sitting near a Father's baking, drawing us to the kitchen. Maybe, we remember standing around the stove, watching her work magic. Perhaps for this reason, when entertaining, guests seem to migrate to the kitchen.

Consider placing a love seat or chair in the kitchen. Space is limited, perhaps just an occasional chair. Before your guests arrive, place a few flowy throw pillows on the table and you are set to entertain.

Why not make your decorating scheme reflect your personality. Are you a gourmet chef? Incorporate small treasures, perhaps miniatures, into the décor—wooden spoons, spice graters, whisks, etc.
1993 Gallery Of Greats Exhibition Unveiled

The Miller Brewing Company hosted recently a celebration at the Southland Corporation's headquarters to commemorate the birthday of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and unveil the 1993 Miller "Gallery of Greats." Nobel civil rights attorney Fred D. Gray, and broadcast media magnate Percy E. Sutton who are each featured in the Gallery of Greats exhibition, were on hand to assist in the unveiling of the 1993 Gallery.

"The individuals featured in this year's gallery exemplify the heroes of our community," said Noel Hankin, Miller's director corporate relations. "It is our hope that the Gallery will provide all people with a better understanding and appreciation for the contributions African-Americans have made to living and deceased, who have made significant contributions to American culture in business, education, politics and the performing arts. All the artists

Subscribe to THE VOICE

Wine Premier Salon In Vogue
In Vogue Hair Designs

We're looking for motivated and spirited stylists that want to move up in a classy, professional atmosphere.

In Vogue Hair Designs

offers special surroundings all day long.

*Booth Rental Available*

539 N. Mountain Ave.
Upland, CA 91786
925-3725

NATION TIME

DELI & BAKERY

"We Deliver" Fax 8685-1933 (order by 11:00 am for Lunch)
1354 Baseline #107
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 855-2953 and (909) 855-2962

Bakery & Deli Video & Art - Books
Pies-an assortment of Fruit Pies including our World Famous Bean Pies

* Cookies
* Coffee/Cakes
* Full Deli Sandwiches
* Salads
* Power Products
* Toiletries
* Black, Latino & Indian Art
* Wholesale & Retail
* Much More

7 days a week

Video & Audio Tapes
For Sales or Rental

Membership Now Being Accepted

Support Our Advertisers

The Big Difference Between A Renter And An Owner Is Who Gets Your Check.

Every month millions of Americans put their hard earned money into their landlord's pocket, instead of putting it toward their future. Why?

Because they didn't know that for about what they're paying in rent, they could buy a home of their own.

For About What You're Paying In Rent, You Can Buy The Home Of Your Dreams.

Right now the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has lots of affordable homes available. Many require very low down payments, and are eligible for FHA insurance. Financing up to 100% will even pay most, if not all, of your closing costs. And these homes are just waiting for you.

Call a local real estate agent for more details, today. Or for a free brochure on how to buy a HUD home, call 1-800-767-4440. And begin putting your check into a great investment, not your landlord's pocket.

Well Help You Own A Piece Of America.
PROFESSIONAL TOUCH
Does Windows, Roofs, Insulating
Two story and angle story painting inside.
Remodeling kitchens and bathrooms.
Don’t call reception or message box.

10899 Magnolia Ave Suite #7
Riverside, CA 92505
(909) 789-1175

We would like to list and sell your home!
Samuel & Shirley McClure

FOR THE BEST IN TRAVEL PLANS
TRAVEL MASTERS
27241 G. SUNNYMEAD BLVD.
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92318
714-242-3414

A Touch of Class
Mobile Club / DJ.
Social Entertainment
Special Events

African-American Gift & Bookstore
Jazz Open
Oils, Incense, Dolls, African
Clothes, Books, Art, and
More...

Indigo
6010 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506
714-693-0575
Tonya Humphery

Hours
Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm • Sun 12 pm-6 pm

BRAIDERY
"Our Braids Say It All!
FINISH, GLAMORIZE, BEAUTY
RENAISSANCE.
TREAT YOURSELF TO PROFESSIONAL MARKET :
STYLISTING, AND A DISTINCTION OF NEW LOOK AT...

THE IMAGE MAKER
PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO
2675-D
SUNNYMEAD BLVD.
MORENO VALLEY

SPECIALIZING IN MEN AND WOMEN OF COLOR
CALL US TODAY AT: (714) 922-3534.
FOR CURRENT SPECIALS!
WE ALSO DO PROFESSIONAL ACTING AND
COMMERCIAL HEADSHOTS AND PORTFOLIOS.

BANDERING & SAFETY BUMPS
BEST VALUE
BATHROOM TISSUE
96 Bags/500 Sheets ea.
Only $2.99 per Case! No Minimum!
* Sold by Case only

Century 21
4164 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501

Call Me At
(714) 888-5579.

African Heritage
CAPITOL AMERICAN
Specializing in African-American Art
-
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African Christians Fight Over Holy Sepulcher

BY KARIN LAUB

Switching locks, burning deals - anything goes in the scramble between Egyptian Copts and some African Christians over the Holy Sepulcher, site of Christ's most sacred tomb.

Israel is stepping in to settle the centuries-old dispute over two stone chapels and a disputed tomb or mausoleum, but is moving cautiously to avoid stoking sensitive relations with Egypt and Ethiopia.

In the end, it may look like an unsanctioned squabble over real estate, but the Copts and Ethiopians view it as a matter of survival in the Holy Land, where they are among the smallest of Christian communities.

The two chapels were given to us by our ancestors, They are ours and shall never be taken, said one priest in Jerusalem.

The 4th century Holy Sepulcher in the walled Old City is built over the site where Christ was believed to have suffered and buried. The bolshevism of the site has led to jousting battles among various sects. The history of the site is murky. No one has any clear documents, said Uri Mer, a charge of Christian matters in Israel's Religious Affairs Ministry.

The Ethiopians, who trace their ties to the holy land to the biblical Queen of Sheba, say they had devoted the properties, but the Copts seized and burned the papers in 1933.

The Ethiopians struck back in 1970 when the Copts held the keys to St. Michael's Chapel complex, which contains the chapel's and monastery - before a compromise can even be discussed.

Coptic Archbishop Abd el Abraham said the Ethiopians must give up the keys to the Deir el Sultan complex, which contains the chapel's and monastery - before a compromise can even be discussed.

The Copts, one of the oldest of Christian sects, have about 1.5 million followers in Israel, while the Ethiopians have about 300,000. Egypt's six million Copts set under church order, not to visit Jerusalem until the dispute is settled.

A school board member who is also employed by the Institute for Creation Research has asked to set up a curriculum committee to con- sider an option opposing creation- ism by a biology professor John T. Caldwell, said that "If Pantos and People: The Central Questions of Biblical Origins," is a tract on creationism, is "a ridiculous and noxious idea." In a thought book that fairly chal- lenges the evolution theory taught in science classes.

Tuydall, who was elected to the school board last fall, said the book does not advocate the creationism championed by her employer, the San Jose-based Institute for Creation Research.

"What I'm looking for is an objective look at the book," Tuydall said Friday, after asking the district's Science Development Committee to review the book. "If they come back and say it's teaching theology, then so be it."

He said he wanted the book considered as a possible supple- ment to high school biology textbooks.

A school board member who is also employed by the Institute for Creation Research has asked to set up a curriculum committee to con- sider an option opposing creation- ism by a biology professor John T. Caldwell, said that "If Pantos and People: The Central Questions of Biblical Origins," is a tract on creationism, is "a ridiculous and noxious idea." In a thought book that fairly chal- lenges the evolution theory taught in science classes.

Tuydall, who was elected to the school board last fall, said the book does not advocate the creationism championed by her employer, the San Jose-based Institute for Creation Research.

"What I'm looking for is an objective look at the book," Tuydall said Friday, after asking the district's Science Development Committee to review the book. "If they come back and say it's teaching theology, then so be it."

He said he wanted the book considered as a possible supple- ment to high school biology textbooks.

School Board Member Request Creationists Book

RIVERDALE FAITH TEMPLE MINISTRIES
2555 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 787-0770
C O M E W O R S H I P
W I T H U S
I F I O U L L Y ' L I V E !
SUNDAY SERVICES

PASTORS JOB & A BE SING

Prayer

Sunday School

Morning Service

Evangelism Class/Weekend Service

Baptist

Family Christian Fellowship Church

945 Foothill Blvd, Suite A
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
(909) 857-1445

New Hope COGIC

209 S. Michigan Ave
San Bernardino, CA 92405
(909) 381-2612

New Life Missionary Baptist Church

1322 N. State St.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 807-9742

Outlook Missionary Baptist Church

2100 North Ogden St.
San Bernardino, CA 92404
(909) 887-4864

Sunday Worship

Order of Service

Sunday School

Children's Church

Choir Rehearsal

Sunday Night Worship

Sunday Service

Children's Church

Church Service

Sunday Service

Morning Worship

Children's Church

Morning Worship

Sunday Night Service
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Church Service

Sunday Service

Sunday Service
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CONVENIENCE, SELECTION & FRIENDLY SERVICE

Most stores open
8 A.M.
To serve you

Your Thrifty Pharmacy...
The healthy difference in Convenience and Service

- Generics can save you up to 50% compared in the name brand
- We carry only the highest quality
- All of our generics are high quality FDA tested and approved

Ask your Thrifty pharmacist if there is a generic equivalent for your prescription

Convenience, Service, Quality Plus 2,000 Insurance and Pre-Paid Plans

50% Off
All YourLife Vitamins
High quality, great variety, 2000 brands of everyday health care needs. Daily Sales and much more.

Rembrandt
Whitening Toothpaste
2-6 oz. Tubes, Original or Mint flavor.

Advil Pain Relief
100 tabs or 200 caplets.

Dove and Caress
4.7-oz. bar. Assorted formulas.

Finese Hair Care
Hair Shampoo, Hair Conditioner, Hair Relief, Total Hair Care, and Restoration. Price Free or Hair Sprays. Assorted formulas.

Saw<br>SALE<br>SALE<br>SALE

ScottTowels MegaRoll
2-Ply, 150 sheets. REG. $1.30

Huggies UltraTrim or SuperTrim Diapers
For Boys or Girls

Finsse Hair Care
Hair Shampoo, Hair Conditioner, Hair Relief, Total Hair Care, and Restoration. Price Free or Hair Sprays. Assorted formulas.

Rembrandt Whitening Toothpaste
2-6 oz. Tubes, Original or Mint flavor.

Huggies UltraTrim or SuperTrim Diapers
For Boys or Girls

Rembrandt Whitening Toothpaste
2-6 oz. Tubes, Original or Mint flavor.

Advil Pain Relief
100 tabs or 200 caplets.

Dove and Caress
4.7-oz. bar. Assorted formulas.

Finese Hair Care
Hair Shampoo, Hair Conditioner, Hair Relief, Total Hair Care, and Restoration. Price Free or Hair Sprays. Assorted formulas.

Saw<br>SALE<br>SALE<br>SALE
Community

Robert Ayers, Riverside, CA

Bobby Bonds Holds Cultural Day

Cultural Diversity is becoming a major emphasis in more and more groups, organizations, and agencies. The need to recognize the role culture plays in the fulfillment of life.

Bobby Bonds Cultural Day is the home as long as possible.

The coordinator for this event is

The program also offers the information call Rev. Dr. Robert Bailey at (312) 291-7087.

The goals of the program are to provide a stimulating, therapeutic experience and to help maintain the frail elder in the home as long as possible.

The program also offers the full-time job of caregiving.

Since this must be very old, cancer is incumbent or incompatible.

For more information please call Bette Madrid at (909) 275-6673.

Fly Safely.

The people at Edison care about your safety. So we'd like to offer a few common sense suggestions to keep in mind when you fly a kite.

Always use dry string, wood and paper on your kite. Never use wax or any metallic material. Don't fly your kite during bad weather. Don't cross streets or highways while your kite is airborne. Stay clear of power lines, as well as TV and radio antennas. If your kite does become entangled in a power line, do not attempt to retrieve it.

Call Edison by following these simple precautions, you'll discover flying safely is truly a breeze.

The Bird's Bees & Necessities

The Birds, The Bees & Necessities

Dear Mr. Ross:

I've enjoyed reading your column for a long time and usually think you're very insightful. This time, I don't. You printed what you thought others would want to read. I don't know if you gave the girls to God. Giving them to God is great. It's your advice to have sex with that Clothesline man. There is no such thing as safe sex. The only way to play it safe is to wait until you're married and to make that marriage last a lifetime. God's rules are not meant to be broken, but to give us more abundant life. I pray you print this for the many many teens who need to know the truth. Abstinence is the only way to play it safe.

Mrs. C. C., Priest River, ID

Dear Mr. Ross:

You've given me hope that I can live through, and feel like I'm on track despite what might have happened. The only way to play it safe is God's way- to wait until you're married and to make that marriage last a lifetime. God's rules are not meant to deny us, but to give us more abundant life. I pray you print this for the many many teens who need to know the truth. Abstinence is the only way to play it safe.

Mrs. C. C., Priest River, ID

Dear Miss News Marketer,

I read your March 20th which I would donate to a pro-life agency. I read that one day you have to make the right decision, even if it means you go to hell. I see that you could be a physicist, but not to be given to a pro-life agency, but to a child in need. I was a Christian and the guilt could subsides. As you can see, I'm only trying to provide you with the facts.

Dear Mr. Ross:

I'm not a fan of Mr. Ross, but I'm a bit concerned about the situation you've described.
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Chris Rock Makes Rap Comedy

"CB4" is a rap comedy, scheduled for release nationwide March 12. "CB4" stars Chris Rock that found a little help from his famous friends helped boos his film making debut.

First, super star EDDIE MURPHY offered his support by asking to Imagine Films head, Brian Grazer, who produced "Boomerang." Writer and director for "CB4," Nelson friend and producer Sean Daniel.

"Brian and I decided to join forces to support Chris and Nelson at Universal. This movie deserved to get made. The material was original and raw and worth fighting for," says Daniel. Together Grazer and Daniel made the film, which is being released by Universal Pictures.

This movie deserved to get made. The material was original and raw and worth fighting for," says Daniel. Together Grazer and Daniel made the film, which is being released by Universal Pictures.

"CB4" is a half-funny, half-tragic story of the ever-changing rap and hip-hip culture. The story revolves around Eugene Smalls and Olis O. G., two newcomers to middle-class households, who yearn to make it big as rap stars. They model themselves after hard-core gangsters, thus, giving birth to the nickname "Gangsta.

"CB4" is a half-funny, half-tragic story of the ever-changing rap and hip-hip culture. The story revolves around Eugene Smalls and Olis O. G., two newcomers to middle-class households, who yearn to make it big as rap stars. They model themselves after hard-core gangsters, thus, giving birth to the nickname "Gangsta.

When Chris Rock first approached actor George with the idea for "CB4" several years ago, before "Saturday Night Live," and brought him into the spotlight. The first time Rock pitched the story, George eventu­ally kicked him out and told him to come back when he had more. "I was broke then," says Rock. "I had nothing to do, so I came back the next day with two pages of notes. This time I went to every rap movie on opening day and came away disappointed.

When Chris Rock first approached actor George with the idea for "CB4" several years ago, before "Saturday Night Live," and brought him into the spotlight. The first time Rock pitched the story, George eventu­ally kicked him out and told him to come back when he had more. "I was broke then," says Rock. "I had nothing to do, so I came back the next day with two pages of notes. This time I

Chris Rock is in his third sea­son as a cast member of "Saturday Night Live" and seems to be standing on the verge of making it. Last year he released his first comedy album, "Born Suspect.."

Celebrities Come Out To Celebrate LaBelle

Happy Birthday Norma Archie

Celebrity Norma Archie is celebrating her birthday at the Hollywood's Chamber of Commerce today. Norma Archie is celebrating her birthday at the Hollywood's Chamber of Commerce today.
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Grand Opening Shades Of Art

Specializing In Fine multi-ethnic art, posters & collectibles

3557A main street, Riverside, CA (909) 683-1576

Hours: Closed Monday Open Tuesday - Sunday 11 - 5:30
I've been dealing with stress since the day I was born. It didn't start when I was a kid, but I wish it had. It's like a part of me that I can't get rid of. Riverside North's athletes need to learn to control it. They have to learn to be patient and consistent. They need to learn to trust their teammates. They need to learn to be mentally tough.

The Black Voice News

Sports

By LEANDER STIN

It was a very successful season. We played well and we were able to achieve our goals. We set some personal records and we were able to break some records. We were able to win some games and we were able to lose some games. We were able to keep our losses to a minimum. We were able to show our support for our community and we were able to show our support for our school district. We were able to show our support for our city and we were able to show our support for our state.
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The 1993 Lincoln Mark VIII Is World-Class

by William Reed

LINCOLN MARK VIII It would come as a surprise to most people to know that the Lincoln Motor Car Company was established in 1921 by Mr. Henry Leland. It was shortly thereafter that a more well known Henry entered the picture, that was when Henry Ford purchased the company. During these times, Mr. Ford was making his name, and names, household words for transportation around the world.

The first Ford's car-making success in production and introduction was the Pin Stripes in Detroit 1913. Ford spent a billion dollars to develop this Mark. The Mark VII is our flagship vehicle of the future, says Leo R. Mushinski, Ford Vice President and Lincoln-Mercury General Manager. This car will change the way people think about the Lincoln brand and Ford Motor Company.

Americans definitely have been thinking about Ford and the Mark for over 30 years. The original Mark appeared under the Lincoln Continental nameplate in 1939, and was labeled by Edsel Ford as the "best car in the world." The second in the Mark series, the Mark II, came in 1955 and initiated the sophistication that millions of drivers insist has been evident in Marks ever since.

During the next 30 years of brand life, the Mark II was followed in 1960 by the Mark III, the Mark VI was introduced in 1972, the Mark V in 1977, the Mark VI in 1980, the Mark VII in 1984, and today, the Mark VIII for 1993.

The Continental nameplate was part of the Mark series beginning with the Mark II and continued to the Mark VII. In the mid-1980s, the Mark cars became dissociated from the Continental nameplate to become a separate Lincoln car line.

Auto experts and industry reports indicate that the 38,000 Mark VIII represents the pinnacle of sophistication of exterior design and engineering.

The successive five-passenger Mark VIII Coupe is powered by an all-new 4.6-liter V8 engine producing a road-commanding 280 horsepower surge. It thunders up to a sound 285 foot-pounds of torque at 4,500 revolutions per minute (rpm) and houses the first all-aluminum V8 engine mass produced by Ford. This powerplant is the culmination of more than 60 years of company experience in building V8-engines.

The millions of African Americans who are of the generation when the Mark II was introduced will find the Mark VIII will reflect a body of car-building knowledge and conviction that has flowed from one generation of Marks to the next. In 1993, Mark Black luxury car buyers now have the opportunity to be proud of American products again.

The Mark VIII follows the mandate of the Marks that many of us have built and most of whom drive now. The state-of-the-art technology of this eighth generation Mark VIII should be experienced by those of us still seeking a rare and regal experience. Those of us who know and seek the best will see instantly that the new Mark enhances the envelope of technology while elevating the level of car luxury.

For ride, comfort, safety and from-the-pack design. African-American luxury car buyers would do well to check out this driver-oriented American product before they end up with something else, that is probably less.

Building on a tradition of excellence in American products again. The Lincoln automobile. V in 1977, the Mark VI in 1980, the Mark VII in 1984, and today, the Mark VIII for 1993.
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**FREE BOOK** Get a free copy of the Radar Empire, Little Black Book. Call (909) 685-5564.

For Information Call 628-5070.

**Advertisement**

**House For Sale**

AFFORDABLE & ADORABLE! Mint condition. 600 sq. ft. 1 bedrooms, 1 bath. Beautifully maintained. Rent is only $325.00.

**For Sale**

Orange Crest

Sale near 1900 sq. ft. 2, 3 or 4 bdrm., 3 1/2 bath. Condos, town homes, many styles, many homes, many prices, many locations. All new homes, recent homes, over 100 homes. For information on these properties call Beverly 780-1832.

**For Sale**

Brand Spanking New

Over 1600 sq. ft. 3 1/2 bdrm., 2 bath-the of-the-art home. Approx. 3 acres, 2 bldgs. Agent: Beverly K. Call 780-1832.

**Nutritional Program**

 Lose 30 pounds in 30 days! Call Beverly 780-1832. For more information call (909) 682-6070.

**Advertise**

Subscribe To The Voice

By Calling (909) 682-6070.

March 27th, 8:00 pm - 1:00 am

ANOTHER 411 JBL PROMOTION

**HIP-HOP SHOWCASE & DANCE**

2 demo tracks will be produced for the winner FREE!

SUN BERNARDINO VALLEY COLLEGE

701 S. MOUNT VERNON AVE

1st 50 People Wearing Skirts In For $1.00

$4.00 B4 9PM $5.00 AFTER

MIGHT OT TEDDY BEAR LADY

THIS JAM WILL BE TELEVISED ON VIDEO 49-CHN. 49-FRI. 8:30 PM

NO GAN WACK OR COLORS DRESS CODE STRICTLY ENFORCED

**Supreme Court of California, County of Riverside**

ORDER FOR PUBLICATION OF NOTICE OF ABANDONMENT OF BUSINESS NAME

COVROVE VS KARRIER

NOTICE OF ABANDONMENT OF BUSINESS NAME

For publication in accordance with the provisions of Sections 40570 and 40572 of the Business and Professions Code, the Business Name

**NAME STATEMENT**

Incumbent to do business under the business name of "BEAN'S " located at 1410 14th St., Riverside, CA 92501. The business name is abandoned by the person or entity owning it on this 27th day of May, 1993. An action to recover the business name or to prevent others from doing business under the business name may be commenced within 90 days after the publication of this notice. The filing of this notice does not of itself authorize the person or entity owning the business name and doing business under the business name to conduct business under the business name.

**Notice of Violation**

The City of Riverside to the public and volunteers to increase awareness of the importance of recycling and to promote recycling services in the City of Riverside.

**Notice of Violation**

The City Council, on the recommendation of the Planning Commission, has scheduled a public hearing to consider an application for a minor variance to permit a lot line relocation in accordance with Section 45.09.020 of the Zoning Ordinance. The public hearing will be held on Thursday, May 13, 1993, at 7:00 p.m. at the City Council Chambers at 120 North Main Street, Riverside, CA 92501.

**Notice of Meeting**

The City Council of the City of Riverside will hold its regular meeting at the Riverside County Government Center, 3700 Main Street, Riverside, CA 92501, on Monday, June 7, 1993, at 7:00 p.m.

**Notice of Meeting**

The Public Hearing, which was held on June 7, 1993, at 7:00 p.m. in the Council Chambers of the City of Riverside, CA was held to consider the approval of the lessee to conduct business within the premises of the City of Riverside, CA under the name "The City of Riverside, CA" and located at 1410 14th Street, Riverside, CA 92501.
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SPOKESMEN'S PRAYERS Continued From Front Page

This continues to oppose the price andpresses the people from the equation in the attempt to revolutionize the California economy.

There was not even a token gesture shown to the few Black spokesmen and we have no platform to present our policies if you do not even check for the precinct of the Isaac S. Grant.

They invited me to discuss the many wrongs that have been committed against the Negro people and they invited them to attend. She also called in reservations for the event but, we were not even a part of the discussion.

Grice was tentative about the Republican Assemblman Jim Brown's claim that he was ready to attack the courts in view of the law and that we are a part of a gang or organization, meaning a sufficient sentence is imposed.

"Brown's reply was this: we are not only an African American, but also we will be left out of the party that has not enough accommodation."


"What about Luke's coach- ing position?" said Richardson.

"Wilt 'I know I am the best that ever played."

"The Riverside police Department is always on the lookout for any emergency."

"The governor's reply was non-committal."

"The Governor was upset with Brown's refusal to support his nominee to the Assembly."

I was the only African American allowed to ask the Governor questions.

"I had to remind the Governor's body guards that I had a right to ask questions, and I asked the question."

"We fit into the economic equation."

"You do not want to be seen as a threat to the general population because of random violence in shopping centers and public places."

"Violent and into car jacking. Conflict gangs are a threat to the general population because of random violence and into car jacking."